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Abstract. Repositories, forums, or websites like Rosettacode.org make
a vast amount of source codes available. With the growth of the Web,
contents’ re-use has increased. Source code re-use detection allows to spot
potential instances of re-use. In the recent years, source code re-use detec-
tion has been tackled mainly using compilers. When we deal with a cross-
language source code re-use scenario, the detection is restricted to the
languages supported by the compiler. Assuming a source code as a piece
of text with its syntax and formal structure, we aim at applying models
for text re-use detection to source code. In this paper we compare mod-
els which do not rely on external resources for measuring cross-language
similarity —cross-language character n-grams, pseudo-cognateness, word
count ratio—, against corpora-dependent models —cross-language ex-
plicit semantic analysis and cross-language alignment-based similarity
analysis. In our experiments, a combination of cross-language charac-
ter 3-grams and pseudo-cognateness performed better than the corpora-
dependent models. The latter models improved their performance when
exploiting larger corpora. All in all, the applied models showed to be
able to retrieve both re-used and co-derived source codes.
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1 Introduction

Internet gives the opportunity to easily access to a vast amount of information.
Users make available contents on the Web such as music, books, pictures and
computer programs. This ease of access to information facilitates the re-use of
contents. We refer to re-use as hypernym of plagiarism, when we have evidences
of the same piece of information have been used in two different documents but
there is no information about the author’s consent. Re-use is an increasing prob-
lem in environments as academia where 80% of high school students admitted
to have re-used at least once [1]. Moreover, detecting re-use is important for
software companies that need to preserve the intellectual property of their pro-
grams. Both scenarios are related to international programming competitions
supported by software companies.3

3 An example of these competitions is the ACM-ICPC http://icpc.baylor.edu/ for
college students.
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Manual retrieval of re-used documents from a large collection is a difficult
task; manual retrieval from the Web is unfeasible. Automatic re-use detection
systems can easily retrieve potential re-used candidates on the fly. Over the last
few years, re-use detection has caused a great interest promoting international
tracks [2] for text re-use and for source code re-use.4

Detection of re-use has been tackled as an information retrieval (IR) problem.
IR looks for related documents and re-use detection focuses on those documents
that have been re-used (partially or completely). As IR systems, re-use detection
systems can be divided in three phases: (i) query processing, the query is pre-
processed in the same way as the reference collection; (ii) comparison against the
collection, the similarity between the query and the documents in the collection
is calculated; and (iii) ranking of results, where the collection is sorted according
to the documents’ similarity to the query, composing a relevance ranking.

In this paper we investigate models for cross-language source code re-use
detection. Considering source code documents as simple text containers allows
us for borrowing techniques for cross-language text re-use detection [3]. As far as
we know, few research work exists that face up cross-language source code re-use
detection [4,5]. We looked for instances of cross-language source code re-use on
the most used programming languages nowadays: C, Java and Python.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we overview different
approaches to detect source code re-use. In Section 3, we describe the corpora
we built out of the Rosettacode website. Section 4 describes the five models we
compare in this work. In Section 5, we discuss the experiments we carried out
and the obtained results. Finally, in Section 6 we draw conclusions and propose
future work.

2 Related Work

Text re-use detection has been widely explored [6,7,8] from different perspectives.
Monolingual analysis has been tackled with a wide range of approaches from
word n-grams [9,10] or fingerprinting [8] up to thesaurus-based approaches [11].
Cross-language text analysis has been mainly tackled with four different ap-
proaches: (i) dictionary-based [12]; (ii) syntax-based [13]; (iii) comparable cor-
pora [14]; and (iv) parallel corpora [15]. An overview can be found in [6].

When speaking about natural language text, comparable documents are
those written on the same topic and written in different languages [16]. Par-
allel documents are two documents which are a translation of each other [17]. In
the framework of computer programs, we consider that two codes are compara-
ble if they solve the same problem. As expected, comparability does not imply
re-use. When a program is an (near-) translation of a code in a different lan-
guage, it can be considered as parallel. By considering this parallelism between
natural-language and programming text, both with a well-defined syntax and
vocabulary, we can adapt the aforementioned models to be applied to source
code re-use detection.

4 http://pan.webis.de/ and http://www.dsic.upv.es/grupos/nle/soco/
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Automatic source code re-use detection has been approached from two main
perspectives: attribute-counting and structure-based [3]. Attribute-counting uses
characteristics as number of identifiers in a source code [18], average nesting
depth [19] or times of a function is called [20]. Structure-based approaches have
been more widely explored than attribute-counting because they can detect re-
use even after the source code has been altered [21]. In all these approaches,
the process of detection of re-use is carried out in three steps: (i) an initial
pre-processing that removes comments, spaces, and punctuation marks; (ii) a
representation of the source code using its structure; and (iii) a comparison of
the representations is made to give a similarity value. In order to represent the
code’s structure, [21] proposed to use the bifurcation statements of the source
code as comparison unit and the kind of bifurcations to determine their simi-
larity. This work inspired other approaches whose tools, such as YAP3 [22] and
JPlag [23], use also efficient string matching algorithms for finding similar code
fragments.

Another approach that requires less knowledge about the programming lan-
guages is based on Winnowing algorithm [24]. Initially, it selects the reserved
words, delimiters, operators of the programming language and then, fragments
of source codes are represented with hashes. Whereas this model is highly ef-
ficient, it is weak against editions: modifying one single character in a string
dramatically alters its resulting hash value, causing potential cases of reuse to
go undetected.

Other proposals use the output of a compiler to represent the structure of
the source code. In [25], the authors compare the syntax tree generated during
the compiler’s parsing process. The syntax tree is converted into a fingerprint
for locating similar fragments. Another compiler-based proposal is based on the
comparison of the program’s dependencies graph [26]. This approach is pow-
erful against changes in the structure of the source code without changing its
behaviour (code refactoring). It consists of using the dependency graph created
by the compiler and then looking for isomorphic sub-graphs between the depen-
dency graphs that represent the source codes. This approach is not suitable for
near real-time applications because search for isomorphic sub-graphs is a costly
operation (NP-hard problem). These proposals are compiler-dependent so they
only can be used in the programming languages supported by the compiler.

In [4], an interesting compiler-dependent approach is proposed to cross-
language source code detection: programs are compiled to generate interme-
diate code. As some suites exist that are able to compile code from different
languages (e.g. the GNU Compiler Collection), they analyse two codes in differ-
ent languages by comparing their common-language version in an intermediate
language. However, this approach is not language-independent, as it needs a
common compilation framework that includes the required languages.

In this work we compare different models for cross-language source code re-
use detection ranging from those that require parallel and comparable corpora
for training to models that do not require any corpus.



3 Corpora

Rosettacode.org is a website that presents solutions to the same task in as many
different programming languages as possible. In a snapshot taken on Feb. 27
2012, there were 600 pages of solutions written in C, 598 in Python, 448 in
Java, 403 in C#, and 370 in C++. We took implementations in the three most
used languages: C, Java, and Python. As many solutions have more than one
implementation, we consider all the possible combinations of the same solution
to compose a comparable corpus5.

Table 1. Number of comparable and parallel source code pairs per each pair of pro-
gramming languages.

C-Java Java-Python C-Python

Comparable 959 1588 1408

Parallel 335 335 335

In order to simulate a parallel and a comparable scenario, we used automatic
source code translators to create a parallel corpus. We construct the parallel
corpus as follows: all the comparable source codes written in C language were
translated into Java using C++ to Java Converter6; and then the translated Java
source codes were translated into Python using java2python7. After translation,
comments introduced by the translators were removed. Note that java2python
generates a syntactically (almost) equal valid Java source codes, whereas C++
to Java Converter is able to rephrase and refactor source code if necessary. This
implies differences between translations in terms of source code length. The
parallel corpus can be obtained applying the described process to the original
Rosetta partition.

Table 1 shows the amount of comparable and parallel source code pairs be-
tween each pair of programming languages. We divide the documents into train-
ing and text collections: 70% is used to train the respective retrieval model
and 30% for test. As aforementioned, CL-ESA requires the comparable training
collection as index documents, whereas CL-ASA requires the parallel training
collection to train bilingual dictionaries and length models. The rest of models
do not require any training resource.

5 The C-Java, Java-Python, and C-Python partitions of the corpus can be downloaded
from http://rosettacode.org/

6 http://www.tangiblesoftwaresolutions.com/Product_Details/CPlusPlus_to_

Java_Converter_Details.html
7 https://github.com/natural/java2python
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4 Models

In this paper our aim is to apply IR models that previously performed well on
cross-language text re-use detection [6], [27] to cross-language source code re-use
detection. We considered both models that require external resources and models
that do not. Cross-Language Explicit Semantic Analysis (CL-ESA) has shown
good performance in a comparable scenario and Cross-Language Alignment-
based Similarity Analysis (CL-ASA) has worked accurately in a parallel sce-
nario [6]. Cross-Language Character 3-grams, Pseudo-Cognateness and Word
Count Ratio, which do not rely on any resource, have shown to be worth con-
sidering to assess similarities within comparable corpora [27]. Below, we present
our adaptations to these models to the source code scenario.

4.1 Cross-Language Explicit Semantic Analysis (CL-ESA)

The model consists of calculating the similarities between two source codes com-
paring them against a comparable corpus to build two vectors of similarities.
A source code d (d′) written in the programming language L (L′) is compared
against a source code collection C (C ′) written in language L (L′) to generate

a vector of similarities
−→
d (
−→
d′ ). As C and C ′ are a comparable corpus, the i-th

element of
−→
d and

−→
d′ represents their similarity to a comparable source code

pair {ci, c′i}. Therefore, the resulting vectors can be compared to each other to
indirectly estimate the similarity between d and d′. Note that the comparison
against the whole collection can be based on traditional information retrieval
techniques, such as an inverted index. This makes the comparisons affordable,
even for large collections. At the end, the vectors of similarities are compared
with a similarity function (Equation 1). Although the “semantic” component
of the model may be not too obvious when CL-ESA is applied to detect cross-
language source code re-use, the model allows to detect when source codes are
written in semantic similar ways (e.g. for and while statements).

−→
d = {sim(d, x)∀x ∈ C/C ∈ L} ϕ(d, d′) = sim(

−→
d ,
−→
d′ ) (1)

4.2 Cross-Language Alignment-based Similarity Analysis (CL-ASA)

CL-ASA is based on statistical machine translation principles, where a trans-
lation model and a language model (among others) are combined to generate
the most likely translation of a text [28]. In CL-ASA, the language model is
substituted by a length model, which determines the likelihood a code of being
a translation of one another according to its expected length. The length model,
originally proposed by [29], is defined as:

lf(d, d′) = e
−0.5

(
lend/lend′−µ

σ

)
(2)

where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the lengths between
translations of source codes from language L into L′. Table 2 shows the values



Table 2. Estimated length factors for each language pair measured in tokens. A value
of µ > 1 implies |d| < |d′| for d and its translation d′ in terms of characters.

Parameter C->Java Java->C Java->Python Python->Java C->Python Python->C

µ 0.92469 1.46322 1.00313 1.00824 0.98885 1.56418

σ 0.50461 3.08911 0.07742 0.08280 0.79928 2.59504

of µ and σ for the programming language pairs we consider. This parameters
have been estimated from the parallel training collection.

We use the translation model to determine if the tokens in code d are valid
translations from the tokens in code d′. It requires a statistical bilingual dictio-
nary, usually estimated from a sentence-aligned parallel corpus. For source code
we consider whole programs as parallel units, whose vocabulary is limited to
reserved words, operators, and identifiers. In addition, all identifiers are substi-
tuted by a generic identifier. To estimate the translation probabilities, we use
the IBM 1 alignment model [28].

In [30] it is proposed an adaptation to the translation model, originally in-
tended to handle sentences, to estimate the similarity between entire documents.
It is defined as:

w(d|d′) =
∑
x∈d

∑
y∈d′

p(x, y) , (3)

where p(x, y) represents the entries in the bilingual dictionary. This adaptation
is not a probability, as it is not ranged in [0, 1], and larger documents produce
higher similarity values. Similarity between d and d′ results of the combination
of this adapted translation model and the length model:

ϕ(d, d′) = lf(d, d′) · w(d|d′) , (4)

which downgrades the negative impact of a range-less translation model.

We tried four variants of CL-ASA: every potential translation for a given
entry as well as only the k most likely up to filling a 20% and 40% of the
probability mass; the fourth variant consists of considering the training corpus
for learning the statistical dictionary. We used a conversion table8 of the basic
instructions of programming languages to learn the statistical dictionary. We
considered the model that uses the 0.4% most likely of being translation from
the dictionary because it achieved a slightly better performance than the other
CL-ASA versions.

8 The conversion table was extracted from a Wikipedia article at http:

//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_programming_languages_%28basic_

instructions%29
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4.3 Cross-Language Character 3-grams (CL-C3G)

Character n-grams have shown good accuracy for monolingual and cross-language
information retrieval [13]. Character n-grams also achieved noticeable results
when applied to cross-language source code re-use detection [31].

The pre-processing consists of removing line feeds, tabs, and spaces; charac-
ters are also case-folded. The source code is then split into contiguous overlap-
ping sequences of 3 characters, which are weighted by term frequency (tf). The
similarity between programs is estimated using the cosine measure.

4.4 Pseudo-Cognateness (COG)

Cognates are defined as pairs of tokens of different languages which, usually
share some phonological or orthographic properties. As a result, they are likely
to be used as mutual translations [32]. We consider as cognate candidates to
those tokens with at least one digit, and the tokens composed by letters with
at least four characters. Using pseudo-cognates, we determine how two pieces
of source code are related. The pre-processing consists of extracting from the
source code the cognate candidates and case folding them. Then, the similarity
is calculated as:

ϕ(d, d′) =
c

(m+ n)/2
, (5)

where parameters m and n are the number of cognate candidates in each source
code; then match these candidates so as to obtain the largest possible number c
of pairs of cognates, without using the same token twice.

4.5 Word Count Ratio (WCR)

Word Count Ratio is the simplest of the considered models. Firstly, tokens are
extracted from the source codes and delimiters (e.g. semicolon, brackets, . . . )
are discarded . Then, each source code is represented by the number of tokens
it has. The similarity computed as the length ratio between the shorter and the
longer source code in number of tokens.

ϕ(d, d′) =
min(len(d), len(d′))

max(len(d), len(d′))
, (6)

5 Experiments

In our evaluation we compare the models in isolation as well as combinations
of the three resource-free models in a ranking task. CL-ASA has not been com-
bined because not being normalised, and CL-ESA due to its poor results. Two
experiments are conducted on two test collections over all possible programming
language pairs. In total, more than five million similarities are computed with
each model.



Fig. 1. Comparison of the models in a comparable and parallel scenario in terms of
recall.



Our experimental setup is as follows: d is a query source code from a test
collection D, D are the documents aligned with those in D′, and d′ the document
that is aligned with d. Given d, all documents in D′ are ranked according to
their cross-language similarity to d; the retrieval rank of d′ is recorded. Ideally,
d′ should be at the top of the ranking. The experiments have been repeated
using 5-fold cross-validation on both test collections, averaging the results.

In the experiments we simulated the scenario of cross-language source code
re-use when a source code is given and the goal is to retrieve its aligned source
code pair from a source code collection. In the parallel scenario, the translated
source code pair is the one to be retrieved, whereas in the comparable scenario,
is a source code solution for the same problem. The results of the experiment are
shown in Figure 1 as recall-over-rank plots. We observe a difference between the
parallel and the comparable scenario in terms of recall. Comparable source code
pairs could be different implementations and might not share code fragments.
Nevertheless, the models showed to be able to retrieve co-derived source codes
in this comparable scenario, i.e., related source codes.

Fig. 2. Comparison of different size of training corpora in the CL-ESA model in terms
of recall in the top 50 for all the programming language pairs.

The combination of COG and CL-C3G shows the best performance in most
language pairs and scenarios, also outperforming their application in isolation.
Combining the resourceless models with WCR the performance of these slightly
decreases.

CL-C3G and COG show nearly-perfect performance in the Java–Python par-
allel scenario. The reason could be in the java2python translator, which produces
almost syntactically-identical translations. These models perform well when the
syntax, structure, and vocabulary are highly similar. Another evidence of this
phenomenon is the length factor parameters estimated in Section 4.2, where µ
is closer to 1 and the deviation is small. That is, the translations have an almost
equal number of tokens than the translated source codes.

In general, the corpora-based models achieve perform worse than the resource-
less models. This low performance may be caused by the small amount of pro-



grams used for training. In order to support this hypothesis, we trained CL-ESA
models with increasing amounts of comparable codes. Figure 2 shows a slight
trend of growing performance for all programming language pairs and scenarios
as a bigger corpus is used for training. We studied whether these changes are
statistically significant, by comparing the model using the 20% and the 100%
of the training corpus. As Table 3 shows, significant differences exist in most
comparable scenarios. These figures are in agreement with our hypothesis: the
bigger the comparable corpus used by CL-ESA, the better its performance.

Table 3. Results of the significance Student’s t-test in CL-ESA model between con-
sidering 20% and 100% of training corpus. A p-value < 0.05 means the difference is
significant.

C->Java Java->C Java->Python Python->Java C->Python Python->C

Parallel 0.1141 0.0003 0.3863 0.2775 0.4201 0.2337

Comparable 0.0015 0.3581 0.0442 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Source code re-use detection is important for academia and software companies.
In fact, a student or programmer can retrieve a piece of source code from the
Web and use it as their own without acknowledging the source. Even, they can
translate into another programming language. It is also interesting for searching
for similar source codes that solve the same problem in a different programming
language.

In this paper we analyse the performance of different cross-language similar-
ity models to uncover potential cases of source code re-use. The considered IR
models were borrowed from natural-language text re-use detection, where they
had previously shown good results. We consider models that either rely or not
on external resources and apply them on two scenarios: looking for instances of
translated source code and looking for source codes that solve the same problem
in a different programming language.

The best performance was obtained by combining a model based on pseudo-
cognates and one based on character 3-grams; none of which require any external
resource. When looking for source code translations, this combination adequately
retrieved the translation of a source code with nearly-perfect performance. When
looking for codes approaching the same problem in different languages the models
retrieved those source codes that were re-used among the different solutions.
Although the models that require external resources performed worst in general,
further experiments showed that a major extent of the resources would allow for
significantly better results.

As future work, we plan to apply other cross-language similarity models, in-
cluding latent semantic analysis, as well as exploring more complex combinations
among the different models.
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